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We give a critical review on the present studies on fluidized beds which consists of fluid
and solid mixtures. We have introduced a new $\mathrm{a}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}_{1}11$ to simulate fludized beds, which
is a dynamical extension of the Stokesian dynamics method for the sinlulation of colloid
particles. From our simulation, we have found similarities between statistical steady states
in fluidized beds and thermal equilbrium states in dense equilibriunl liquids when we observe
averaged quanties. On the other hand, the fluctuat\’ions in our simulation for fluidized beds
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( Reynolds $Re=u^{\infty}\sigma/\mu\ll 1$ $u^{\infty},\sigma,u$
)
( ) –
\mu $\mathrm{u}$ ( $p^{)}$
$\mu_{()}\nabla^{2}\mathrm{u}=\nabla p$ , $\nabla\cdot \mathrm{u}=0$ (1)
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$\mathrm{U}_{N}$ N $M^{\infty}$ N $\mathrm{R}_{0}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}- \mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{C}}\iota \mathrm{g}}\prime \mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ tensor
Stokes poles mobility matrix $R^{l\cdot\prime\prime}\iota_{y}\Sigma_{ij}=R_{ij}^{\iota_{\eta\iota}}b$

























\rho p \mu Stokes $St=\rho_{p}\sigma u^{\infty}/(9\mu)$
$0$ $u^{\infty}$
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$\ddot{x}_{n}+\zeta[\dot{x}_{n}-U(x_{?l}+1-x_{\tau’-1})]=T\varphi’(x_{jt+1^{-X_{1})\varphi}},-T’(X_{t}.l-x.,,-1)+f_{1}.\iota(t)$, (6)
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Fig.1 $N=266_{\text{ }}St=10.\mathit{0},u^{\infty}/u_{()}=0.15$ $u_{(\}}$
Fig 2 Fig.1 Stokes $St=0.5$
Fig 3 $(N=266, St= \mathit{1}\mathit{0})$ (3) $A_{E}\simeq$
$0.80$ $u,.\cdot/u_{()}\simeq 0.\mathit{0}92$
Fig 4 H Stokes $(N=266, u^{\infty}/u_{()}=0.3)$
$\overline{\mathcal{T}}^{\grave{\backslash }}$ $barH=C_{H}\ln(St)+D_{H}(C_{H}=$
$3.\mathit{0}9\pm \mathit{0}.6,$ $D_{H}=16.5\pm \mathit{0}.1)$
Fig 5 \mu $(N=266, st=1\mathit{0}.\mathit{0})$
(5) $(F=13.7\pm 1.9, E_{f}=\mathit{0}.113\pm \mathit{0},017)$
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